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I. INTRODUCTION
Recently, the existence of a 16-state tail-biting trellis representation for the (24; 12; 8) binary Golay code was shown by Calderbank, Forney, and Vardy [1] confirming a conjecture by Forney [2] . By "unwrapping" the tail-biting generator they obtained the world's first Type II, i.e., doubly-even and self-dual (DESD), binary convolutional code, viz., the rate R = 1=2, time-varying, 16-state, Golay convolutional code (GCC). Stimulated by these remarkable results, Forney sent an e-mail (Aug. 14, 1997) with "Open questions and conjectures" to some colleagues. Among the open questions was: "Open question 2. Find additional doubly-even self-dual binary convolutional codes."
In this correspondence we report on a successful search for the world's second DESD; a rate R = 4=8, time-invariant, 16-state convolutional code was found to be Type II.
Some preliminaries are given in Section II (see also [3] ). We give a brief description of the search procedure in Section III. In Section IV a few Type II convolutional codes are presented and in Section V we use a "wrap-around" technique to construct (32; 16; 8) Type II, tail-biting block codes from our rate R = 4=8 convolutional codes. In Section VI we give the initial part of the weight spectrum for a Type II, rate R = 1=2, time-varying, 256-state convolutional code that Kötter and Vardy constructed by "unwrapping" the (48; 24; 12) Type II, tailbiting quadratic residue (QR) block code.
II. PRELIMINARIES
In a rate R = b=c binary, convolutional encoder the information sequence 
where
It is often convenient to express the information and code sequences in terms of the delay operator 
Then we have
where the generator matrix G(D) is a b2c full-rank matrix with entries in the field of realizable rational functions [3] . When an information sequence is encoded using a tail-biting trellis we impose the tail-biting condition, i.e., the starting state of the encoder is equal to its terminating state. A tail-biting trellis is therefore sometimes defined on a circular time axis. The generating matrix G for a rate R = K=N tail-biting block code can be obtained from the semi-infinite generator matrix G G G of memory m, given in (4), for a rate R = b=c = K=N convolutional code as follows. First we truncate G G G after L = K=b rows (K is assumed to be a multiple of b). Then we "wrap-around" the ith columns, where L < i L + m and obtain
which is an L 2 L generator matrix for the tail-biting representation of a block code [3] . 
A linear code is said to be self-orthogonal if it is contained in its dual, and self-dual if it is equal to its dual. A linear code is said to be even if all codeword weights are even, and doubly-even if all codeword weights are multiples of four. Doubly-even self-dual codes are called Type II [4] .
III. SEARCH STRATEGY
Our search for Type II, rate R = 4=8, 16-state convolutional codes goes as follows:
First we obtain by computer search a (huge) set of rate R = 1=8 doubly-even, two-state convolutional codes. Their generators serve as building blocks that are pairwise combined to rate R = 2=8, four-state convolutional codes that are tested for doubly-evenness. The (huge) set of doubly-even, rate R = 2=8, four-state convolutional codes contains the final building blocks that are again pairwise combined. Thus we obtain rate R = 4=8, 16-state convolutional codes that are in turn tested for doubly-evenness. Finally, we exploit [1, Lemma 3], i.e., a block or convolutional binary, linear code is doubly-even if and only if it is selforthogonal and has a set of noncatastrophic doubly-even generators. Hence, our doubly-even R = 4=8 convolutional codes, if any, are also self-orthogonal, or equivalently, self-dual.
IV. DOUBLY-EVEN SELF-DUAL CONVOLUTIONAL CODES
Using the search strategy described in Section III we found the world's second Type II, i.e., doubly-even and self-dual, convolutional code. It is a rate R = 4=8, time-invariant, unit-memory (16-state), binary convolutional code encoded by generator matrix as shown in (10) 
which is 700 less than the corresponding number for the rate R = 4=8 GCC. This discrepancy is explained in [1] . The extended path enumerator, which counts the paths not only according to their weights but also according to the number of 1 
We also found rate R = 4=8, time-invariant, unit-memory (16-state), binary convolutional codes encoded by the generator matrices shown in (18) 
respectively.
V. TAILBITING REPRESENTATIONS OF WRAP-AROUND BLOCK CODES
By the wrap-around technique described in [1] we obtain from the generator matrix G 3 (D) given in (18) a tail-biting representation of the (24; 12; 8) binary Golay code. Applying the same technique to the generator matrices G2 (D) and G4(D) results in (24; 12; 4) block codes. If we "wrap-around" G 5 (D) we obtain a tail-biting representation of the Golay code which is a cyclic rotation of the columns of the representation of the Golay code given by Kötter and Vardy [5] , [6] . Different column permutations of the Golay block code correspond to convolutional codes with different path weight enumerators. A permutation of the columns of the generator matrix for a block code does not always correspond to a permutation of columns of the ("unwrapped") generator matrix for the corresponding convolutional code. However, a permutation of the columns of a generator matrix for a convolutional code always corresponds to a permutation of columns of the corresponding "wrap-around" generator matrix for the block code.
By applying the wrap-around technique to G 2 (D) we also obtain a tail-biting representation of the (32; 16; 8) Type II block code with generator matrix For the block code B2 with generator matrix G2 the state complexity profile [7] , [8] within an 8-tuple block is f16; 32; 64; 128; 256; 128; 64; 32; 16g, which is as bad as it could be. By permuting coordinates within 8-tuples and adding rows we obtain By the "wrap-around" technique we obtain rate R = 16=32, Type II, tail-biting block codes with generator matrices G 3 , G 4 , and G 5 from the generator matrices G3 (D), G4(D), and G5 (D), respectively. T respectively. These time slices involve 10 information symbols ut; ut01; 1 1 1 ; ut09 , but the outputs at all other phases are obtained G KV = 11110001 11110010 11000000 00000000 00000000 00000000 00111111 10000100 11110000 00000000 00000000 00000000 00000110 11110000 11100111 00000000 00000000 00000000 00000011 10111111 01101000 00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000 11101101 01010110 11000000 00000000 00000000 00000000 00111001 11001101 10110000 00000000 00000000 00000000 00000011 10101011 11011100 00000000 00000000 00000000 00001101 11010011 00010111 00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000 11110001 11110010 11000000 00000000 00000000 00000000 00111111 10000100 11110000 00000000 00000000 00000000 00000110 11110000 11100111 00000000 00000000 00000000 00000011 10111111 01101000 00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000 11101101 01010110 11000000 00000000 00000000 00000000 00111001 11001101 10110000 00000000 00000000 00000000 00000011 10101011 11011100 00000000 00000000 00000000 00001101 11010011 00010111 11000000 00000000 00000000 00000000 11110001 11110010 11110000 00000000 00000000 00000000 00111111 10000100 11100111 00000000 00000000 00000000 00000110 11110000 01101000 00000000 00000000 00000000 00000011 10111111 01010110 11000000 00000000 00000000 00000000 11101101 11001101 10110000 00000000 00000000 00000000 00111001 10101011 11011100 00000000 00000000 00000000 00000011 11010011 00010111 00000000 00000000 00000000 00001101 (27) via time slices which involve only nine information symbols, viz. u t ; u t01 ; 1 1 1 ; u t08 . From the time slices for the phases that are multiples of 4 it follows that information symbol u t08 does not contribute to the corresponding output. This information symbol does not contribute to the outputs in the following time instants either; hence, we do not have to store it! Thus the Kötter-Vardy convolutional encoder can be realized by only eight memory elements [11] , although not in controller canonical form. (When we use time-varying convolutional codes to prove ensemble properties we consider realizations in controller canonical form with feedforward shift registers and time-varying connections [3] . For example, the Golay convolutional code can be encoded by a rate R = 1=2 time-varying encoder with four delay elements in controller canonical form.)
We which is better than T KV (W ) for high signal-to-noise ratios but worse for low signal-to-noise ratios, since n 13 = n 14 = n 15 = 0 in TKV (W ).
